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Abstract—Wind energy has the biggest market share of 

renewable energy around the world. High growth and 

development rates of wind energy lead to a massive increase in 

complexity and scale of wind energy conversion systems (WECS). 

Therefore, it is required to upgrade methods and strategies for 

design and implementation of WECS. Considering WECS as 

cyber-physical systems (CPS) will enable wind energy for the 

Internet of Energy (IoE). IoE is a cloud network where power 

sources with embedded and distributed intelligence are interfaced 

to smart grid and mass of consumption devices like smart 

buildings, appliances, and electric vehicles. Research trends of 

CPS for energy applications are mainly focusing on smart grids 

and energy systems for demand side management and smart 

buildings with less attention given to generation systems. This 

paper introduces potentials of cyber-physical (CP) integration of 

next-generation WECS. In addition, the paper surveys the 

advances and state-of-the-art technologies that enable WECS for 

IoE. Challenges and new requirements of future WECS as CPS 

like abstractions, networking, control, safety, security, 

sustainability and social components are discussed. 

 
Index Terms— Cyber-Physical Systems, Internet of Energy, 

Internet of Things, Wind Energy, Wind Energy Conversion 

Systems.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

IND energy has experienced a massive development rate 

in worldwide installed capacity. By 2014, the global 

production of wind energy has exceeded 369 GW with more 

than 51 GW as added capacity in 2014 only representing a 

grow rate of 16%. Countries with top installed capacity in 

2014 are China with 23.4 GW, Germany with 5.3 GW, USA 

with 4.9 GW, Brazil with 2.5 GW, and India with 2.3 GW. 

Denmark has reached a new world record by 39% wind power 
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share of the total electricity generation [1, 2]. Other countries 

also have high wind share of their electricity like Spain 21%, 

Portugal 20%, Ireland 16% and Germany 9% [3]. The world 

has ambitious futuristic deployment targets of wind energy. 

Global growth of wind energy imposes technological 

advancements such as large-scale, offshore, floating and 

airborne wind turbines. Deployment of these systems 

highlights the need for more rigid and comprehensive 

strategies for safe, secure, cost-effective frameworks for 

design, installation, operation and maintenance. Due to 

stochastic nature of the wind power process, fluctuations and 

undesirable dynamic variations in harvested power are big 

challenges that face wind energy. In addition, a wind turbine at 

high turbulence may experience damaging effects like fatigue 

and extreme loads. Therefore, wind turbine control systems 

primarily target the cost-effective capture of energy. That is to 

enable efficient generation of energy with certain power 

qualities while mitigating loads to increase the lifetime of the 

turbine and reduce maintenance cost. These objectives require 

complex and efficient control strategies.  

The energy industry and decision makers are facing number 

of challenges due to the increase of energy demand and short 

supplies of fossil fuels. These challenges require the 

adaptation of innovative solutions for efficient and distributed 

energy production, management and consumption. For 

example, ubiquitous sensors with pervasive and real-time 

computing are deployed for intelligent coal mines and oil 

fields [4]. With respect to wind energy, the current 

technologies of WECS designs are migrating from centralized 

and classical structures to decentralized, distributed and more 

complex approaches to match different energy production 

requirements, consumption demands and variations in 

environmental conditions. Utility scale wind turbines are 

getting greater in size while wind farms are covering larger 

areas and gaining more interest of remote and offshore areas. 

Moreover, wind energy generates irregular production of 

electricity, which needs advanced power electronics and 

energy storage systems [5]. Therefore, increasing complexity 

in WECS and handling interactions and coordination between 

components require more comprehensive and systemic 

approaches. 

On the meantime, recent progress in information and 

communication technologies are mainly based on two crucial 
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driving forces: Embedded systems and global networks.  

Embedded systems are special purpose computing machines 

like those in high-tech devices, vehicles, aircrafts and smart 

buildings. Global networks include data and services available 

on World Wide Web and the Internet [6]. The integration of 

these two forces forms the Internet of Things (IoT). IoT is a 

complex CPS that integrates various devices with embedded 

sensing, identification, processing, communication and 

networking capabilities [7]. A CPS is where cyber and 

physical components form a collaborative integration. Cyber 

components may contain software or hardware computation 

entities, communication layers, and control functions. In the 

meantime, physical components are natural or manufactured 

entities that can be described by physical models. IoT and CPS 

are currently one of the hottest emerging trends in technology 

and engineering design with expectations to be applied heavily 

in industry. In [8], a vision for IoT impacts on human life is 

discussed. It is expected that CPS and IoT will revolutionize 

our interaction with the physical world in the same manner the 

Internet has affected people communications and interactions.  

Nowadays, CPS play a vital role in energy management and 

distribution. Most research efforts in cyber-physical energy 

systems (CPES) focus on the distribution and consumption 

technologies, like smart grids and energy managements 

systems for buildings. More interest of CPES approaches 

needs to be directed towards the generation phase, especially 

the renewable sources like wind energy. Wind farms planning 

and construction represent a complicated decision that is 

affected by different technical, economic, environmental and 

social aspects [9]. With a thorough investigation of WECS, 

cyber and physical layers can be formulated within different 

technical and non-technical levels: Inside a wind turbine, 

collaborative wind farms, integration with smart grids, non-

functional requirements, and interaction with social context. 

The coordination and interaction of cyber layers and physical 

components of wind turbines require handling number of 

challenges for essential feasibility and competiveness of future 

WECS.  

This paper intends to provide an overview of a CP vision of 

WECS. First, the recent technological advances of cyber 

components in WECS are reviewed such as networking 

infrastructure, SCADA systems, condition-monitoring systems 

(CMS), and wireless sensor networks (WSN). Based on this 

survey, a layout can be inspired about next-generation WECS 

that are enabled for IoE by incorporating CP technologies. The 

CP integration is formulated over scales of wind turbines and 

wind farms. In addition, non-functional requirements that arise 

due to CP integration are also introduced and discussed. The 

rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II illustrates 

the physical and cyber layers of WECS. Section III presents a 

vision and challenges for a CP implementation of wind 

turbines. Section IV discusses enablers for future wind farms 

for IoE. Section V introduces the CPS challenges of safety, 

security and sustainability of WECS. Section VI presents wind 

farms as cyber-physical social systems (CPSS). Finally, 

conclusions are summarized in Section VII.        

II. COMPOSITION OF WECS 

A typical wind turbine is a complex system that integrates 

thousands of devices and components to harvest electrical 

energy from wind kinetic energy. In this section, a brief 

introduction to physical components of WECS is discussed. In 

addition, an overview of cyber layer components of WECS is 

introduced. 

A. Physical Layer in WECS 

Physical components of WECS contain blades, rotor hub, 

nacelle, and tower foundations. The nacelle includes shafts, 

gearbox, generator and other electrical and mechanical 

systems. A wind turbine components diagram is illustrated in 

Fig. 1. Those components are monitored and controlled 

through a mass of sensors and actuators. Sensors inside wind 

turbine measure different variables related to performance and 

health of each component. In the meantime, the control system 

manipulates and governs the wind turbine operation through a 

set of actuators. Examples of sensors and actuators inside a 

wind turbine are illustrated in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 1 Wind turbine components block diagram 

B. Cyber Layer in WECS 

The cyber layer in WECS integrates different hardware and 

software technologies that work together to achieve 

collaborative objectives. The cyber layer usually contains 

networking, SCADA, and (CMS) as in Fig. 3.  

1) Networking 

Successful deployment of WECS requires reliable 

communication networks between subsystems inside a wind 

turbine. It also connects intelligent machines and deeply 

embedded devices over a wind farm. The main role of 

networking is to provide facilities for efficient transfer of data 

and control signals between controllers, actuators, sensors, 

supervisory centers and data storage stations. The design of 

communication networks of wind farms, especially offshore 

ones, has many factors to be taken into consideration related to 

transfer rates and resilience [10]. The influence of 

communication networks on the dynamic performance of a 
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Fig. 2 Sensors and actuators inside a wind turbine 

 grid-connected wind farm is investigated in [11]. Several 

communication technologies for wind energy and photovoltaic 

systems are introduced in [12]. An analysis of different 

network architectures and protocols is conducted for data 

transmission between wind farms and central substations in 

[13]. 

 
Fig. 3 Cyber layer in a wind farm 

Due to the growth in wind power industry, IEC61400-25 

standard is developed in order to provide unified information 

exchange for monitoring and control of wind farms in industry 

[14]. Based on this standard, a gateway is proposed in [15] to 

improve autonomy, standardization, extensibility and 

diagnostics. A communication network architecture applicable 

to IEC 61400-25 is developed for smart wind farms in [16]. 

Currently, Ethernet is the most popular protocol for 

implementation of local area networks (LAN). Ethernet 

networks are deployed in offshore wind farms in [17]. A 

hierarchical communication network architecture that consists 

of three domains: Turbine, farm and control area network is 

proposed for offshore wind farms in [18]. Another scheme is 

developed in [19] for distributed communication of wind 

parameters from multiple wind farms to central substation.  

2) SCADA and CMS 

SCADA systems are currently providing services and 

functions for WECS that exceed simple monitoring and 

control of wind turbines. Basic roles for operation and 

maintenance of wind power plants [20] are illustrated in Fig. 4. 

CMS are vital systems that are integrated with SCADA. CMS 

employ sets of techniques for earlier identification of faults in 

a wind turbine. Integration of CMS has showed significant 

improvements in operation and maintenance of wind turbines. 

A review is provided in [21] for condition-monitoring (CM) 

concepts, sets of techniques, algorithms and mathematical 

methods for CM. Unlike SCADA systems, CMS usually 

deploy heavy number of sensors with higher sampling rates. 

CMS add great challenges on data communication, 

computation and storage besides the increase in the overall 

cost [22]. Therefore, many solutions are suggested for using 

SCADA data for CM to reduce cost of WECS. Different 

model-based techniques are evaluated for CM and fault 

detection based on SCADA data in [23]. In [24], three 

SCADA-based monitoring techniques are compared for 

reliable failure detection: Signal trending, self-organizing 

maps and physical model. Faults identification with CM is 

proposed based on raw SCADA data in [25]. An ANFIS 

method is implemented for monitoring wind turbine 

performance based on normal behavior model via SCADA 

data in [26, 27]. 

 
Fig. 4 Rules of SCADA systems in wind energy 

However, a comparative study of dedicated CMS against 

SCADA-based CM indicates that CMS are quite high in cost 

but more capable of diagnosis due to higher information 

frequency over SCADA systems [28]. Therefore, number of 

studies addressed improvements for dedicated CMS. An 

industry application of CMS that is based on rough sensor 

equipment is introduced in [29]. A cost-effective CM 

technique that can extract fault features with low calculation 
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times and for different wind turbine technologies is proposed 

in [30]. In [31], CM of small wind turbine gearbox is achieved 

by comparing three-phase currents and voltages of the 

generator with six accelerometer signals. TABLE I compares 

SCADA-based CM against dedicated CMS.  
TABLE I COMPARISON OF SCADA-BASED CM AGAINST DEDICATED CMS 

 SCADA-based CM CMS 

Sensors data Currents, voltages, power, 
speeds, temperatures 

Mainly vibrations, oil 
quality, strain, acoustic 

Sampling Low sampling rates High sampling rates with 
wide range of frequencies 
depending on component 
type 

Diagnosability SCADA collected data are 
insufficient for some 
prognostics 

Requires effective 
algorithms for vibrations 
and oil analysis 

Validity Sometimes overwhelming 
false alarms are raised 

Requires accurate 
physical models, 
Not all abnormalities 
indicate faults 

Cost Cheap, primarily installed 
with WECS mainly for 
operation 

Expensive, installing CMS 
adds additional costs  

Fault anticipation  Faulty data indicate a late 
stage condition 

Usually provides a 
prognostic lead time 

Commercially 
available products 

A detailed review in [28, 
32] 

A detailed review in [28, 
33] 

III. CYBER PHYSICAL INTEGRATION OF A WIND TURBINE 

From a deep insight into layers of WECS, they can be 

considered as complex technologies with embedded systems. 

The collaboration of WECS layers, as illustrated in Fig. 5, 

shows a high level of heterogeneity and forms a typical CPS. 

Considering WECS as CPS adds new layers of adaptation of 

the technology and enhances the potentials of WECS to be 

integrated into smart grids and IoE. 

A. Abstractions and modeling of CP wind turbines 

Effective development of CPS raises the need for new 

models and design methodologies. These new models and 

methods must achieve balance between complexity and 

usefulness [34]. Modeling wind turbine systems with 

integrating all heterogeneous components of cyber and 

physical layers is a major challenge. Different aspects of 

properties are required to be considered for CPS 

compositional modeling [35]: Functional, non-functional, 

physical, components interfaces and interface coordination. 

Therefore, the complexity and heterogeneity of modern wind 

turbines components impose the same considerations to be 

applied for WECS. Comprehensive analysis and checking 

techniques need to be applied to assure the correct behavior of 

control systems of different electrical and mechanical 

components. Besides that, detailed models of wind resources 

and electrical loads that determine the operating conditions 

must be provided. In addition, a framework is required for 

maintaining sustainability, safety, security and resilience of 

WECS. This adds the need for verification tools of physical 

requirement like size, power, dynamics and memory for 

different computing and networking components of CPS in 

wind turbines. Moreover, tools are needed for checking 

interoperability of different interfaces of SCADA, CMS, 

sensors nodes and power electronics with control circuitry. 

Unified methodologies for extensibility of wind farms, 

integration with smart grids and human-machine interfaces are 

required for future WECS. 

 
Fig. 5 CP integration of WECS 

WECS models are supposed to contain continuous physical 

dynamics as well as capture discrete events. A unified notion 

of time is required between sensor nodes, network and 

computing platforms. Moreover, current wind turbine 

technology contains computing systems operating on different 

rates. SCADA systems in wind plants are operating at low 

timing frequency for logging performance data while CMS are 

operating on high timing frequency for effective monitoring of 

components. In addition, the physical dynamics of mechanical 

structures, aerodynamics, electrical components and power 

electronics need to be captured by descriptive programing 

abstractions. Therefore, it is becoming essential to merge 

abstract models of computation and information flow from 

sensor networks [36] with physical models of mechanical and 

electrical parts inside wind turbines. Fig. 6 suggests a CP 

modeling hierarchy for wind turbines. 

WECS are modeled using either physical laws by aerolastic 

software codes like GH Bladed, FAST and HAWC2, or black 

box approaches based on system identification of real 

measured data from wind plants. Parametric models for power 

curve modeling are reviewed in detail [37]. TABLE II 

compares the advantages and disadvantages of different 

parametric modeling methods. Manufacturer provided power 

curve models may exhibit inaccuracies, as they are neither site-

specific nor self-adaptive to wear and aging of turbine 

components. A good model for a wind turbine must provide 

the ability of: assessment and prediction wind energy on site, 

aiding the developers to choose the optimum wind turbine, 
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monitoring and troubleshooting the components, and 

predictive control and optimization [37]. 
TABLE II Comparison of parametric power curve modeling methods 

Method Advantage Disadvantage 

Linearized 
segmented model 

Simple Assumes error-free wind 
measurements 

Polynomial power 
curves 

Gives accurate 
approximation of WTPC 
linear region  

Requires higher orders 
for accuracy as lower 
orders are sensitive to 
manufacturer data  

Maximum principle 
method 

Empirical and simple Overestimation and 
inaccuracy 

Dynamical power 
curve 

Produces an accurate 
machine-specific and 
site-independent  model 
with short-term data 

Requires high sampled 
data 

Probabilistic model Estimates the 
uncertainty of generated 
wind power in region 2 

Assumes a normal profile 
of wind  

Ideal power curve Effective for assessment 
of wind energy available 
in test sites 

Ignores site turbulence  

Four and five 
parameter logistic 
functions 

Gives the best results 
compared to other 
parametric models 

Solving the logistic 
function parameters is a 
highly complicated 
process with large data 
sets 

Current modeling techniques have insufficient semantics to 

address the heterogeneity, concurrency and sensitivity of time 

behavior in CPS [38]. New modeling approaches should be 

developed to implement cyber layer of information and 

communications network models with physical principles of 

electrical and mechanical components. Models, that rely on 

concepts of object-oriented component-based systems, need to 

be developed for wind turbine systems to compensate for 

current workflow languages that only support a subset of 

requirements [39]. For example, the approach that is 

introduced in [40] for modeling CPES can be applied also for 

wind turbines. This approach integrates modular components 

according to network constraints after obtaining 

representations for each cyber and physical component, 

sensors and actuators dynamics.  

 
Fig. 6 Suggested modeling hierarchy for CP wind turbines 

In [41], a group-based programming abstraction called 

Bundle is developed for CPS. This framework helps in 

programming applications with multiple CPS, different 

administrators and mobility support. Efficient real-time 

simulations are also a key-element of model-based design of 

CP wind turbines. In [42], a simulation environment is 

developed for modeling and validation of information and 

communication technology in CPES.  

B. CP control for sustainable operation 

Control systems of utility-scale wind turbines integrate 

different cascading and collaborative levels and objectives. 

These control tasks are overviewed in Fig. 7. Moreover, wind 

turbine control systems may need adaptation to different 

operating modes like grid-connected or microgrid operations. 

This concept represents an innovative design that is denoted as 

universal WECS as reported in [43]. Recent advances in 

control systems of wind turbines and wind farms are reviewed 

in [44]. One example for a complete framework of wind 

turbine control is project SusCon [45]. This project introduces 

a new concept of sustainable control to operate new 

generations of wind turbines with an integrated control 

platform. The functional layout of the sustainable control 

platform integrates four components with collaborative 

objectives: Optimized feedback control, fault tolerant control, 

extreme event control and optimal shutdown control [45].  

 
Fig. 7 Wind turbine systems control tasks 

New design methodologies and techniques of CP control 

systems need to be tailored to meet the goals of WECS 

industry. The control systems inside WECS exchange data 

with sensors and actuators using several communication 

protocols like field bus controller area network (CAN) and 

industrial Ethernet protocol [44]. Designing a control system 

with networking and computation constraints is a great 

challenge. Therefore, such a complex control platform requires 

a CP approach for integrating the main controllers with the 

communication network. For example, a joint optimization 

algorithm for CPS is proposed in [46] that combines 

communication issues like packet losses and control issues like 

actuator constraints. 
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C. WSN and CPS for next generation CMS 

Reliable operation of wind turbines requires real-time and 

efficient systems for condition and health monitoring of the 

plant condition. WSN represent a promising solution that 

proved reliability and began to gain interest for condition and 

health monitoring. WSN deploy a heavy number of nodes 

where each one can autonomously control a set of transducers 

and apply complex signal and data processing with 

coordination with other nodes in the network [47]. Several 

industries are currently considering WSN such as ubiquitous 

sensing in healthcare systems [48], CM of aircraft components 

[49], and structural health monitoring (SHM) in  civil 

infrastructures [50]. For wind power industry, several studies 

have addressed the deployment of WSN. In [51], WSN 

architecture is designed and integrated within a SCADA 

system for reliable and real-time monitoring of wind turbine 

operations. In [52], a method is suggested for increasing 

network lifetime of WSN deployed in offshore wind farms. In 

[53], a WSN is proposed for CM of offshore wind turbines. 

Current utility-scale wind turbines are considered as large 

flexible structures due to the massive increase in their size. 

This requires a real-time and cost-effective SHM of towers, 

nacelle and blades. A piezoceramic-based WSN for health 

monitoring of wind turbine blades is proposed in [54]. WSN 

for wind turbine towers SHM are investigated in [55]. 

However, a rich deployment of sensors from cross-domains 

that monitor heterogeneous components impose a CP approach 

that is beyond WSN. In [56], a review and arguments are 

discussed of how CPS can outperform WSN in exploiting 

physical data. CPS approaches will enable CMS and SHM for 

IoE by providing the following features: 

1) Cross-field communications connected to Internet. 

2) Cross-domain and intelligent knowledge discovery. 

3) Mode-based and task-related sensing. 

IV. WIND FARMS FOR IOE 

The energy market is moving progressively toward the 

collaboration of several producers and consumers for 

autonomous and intelligent generation, management and 

distribution.  IoE represents the combination of IoT and smart 

grids. IoE will be the backbone of for connecting, supervising, 

and control the next generation energy sources and consumers. 

Therefore, renewable energy resources such wind power plants 

are required to advance to be compatible with IoE. In this 

section, different aspects of design and construction 

considerations are overviewed for compatibility with next 

generation IoE-enabled WECS. 

A. Future SCADA systems and M2M for IoE-enabled wind 

farms  

The nature of wind farms environments as harsh, wide and 

remote locations requires SCADA systems that are capable of 

providing efficient monitoring and control. Moreover, the 

complexity degree of a wind turbine imposes the view of wind 

farms as a system of systems [57]. Therefore, current SCADA 

systems used for monitoring and controlling grids and power 

plants including wind turbines should upgrade to next-

generation multilayered interactive sensing, communication, 

and control to support the needs of future industry and energy 

demands [40]. For example, energy providers are presently 

demanding the integration of wind farms SCADA systems into 

their asset management software like enterprise resource 

planning (ERP) and customer resource management (CRM) 

[58]. The roles and objectives of future SCADA systems for 

wind energy are summarized in Fig. 8. 

 
Fig. 8 Characteristics of future SCADA systems for WECS  

The operation and management of future wind farms will 

impose CP SCADA systems with implementations based on 

IoT technology. The concept of IoT is demonstrated in [59] 

for deploying a WSN for an industrial process that can be 

monitored from anywhere over the internet. Based on a CP 

model of a power system, a flexible SCADA system is 

suggested in [60] to provide decentralized intelligence and 

decision ability. Industrial Internet is a quite new concept that 

is introduced by General Electric. It consists of three main 

components: Intelligent machines, analytics, and operators. 

This concept is applied for wind control platform to manage 

the coordination of wind turbines in a farm [61].  In a similar 

way, a service-based vision for next generation SCADA is 

introduced in [62]. This vision expects the SCADA system to 

benefit from recent advances in computing and networking to 

provide monitoring and control services over the internet, 

which is the core nature of IoT.  

The need for efficient processing of massive raw data 

collections imposes self-organizing CPS networks [5]. 

Therefore, new network standards, protocols and 

infrastructures are required for CP wind farms. In [63], an on-

demand communication strategy that is control-aware and 

handles real-time constraints for CPES is presented. Machine-

to-machine (M2M) is a growing key-element of IoT. M2M 

communications allow intelligent machines to exchange 

information with each other as well as business applications 

and data servers [64]. New M2M concepts are expected to 

expand form one-to-one connections to a paradigm where 
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producers and consumers are connected [65]. M2M networks 

are expected to invade many fields like industrial and 

agricultural automation, healthcare, transport systems and 

electricity grids [66]. They are currently utilized for many 

applications in wind energy. In [67], an M2M communications 

infrastructure is proposed for smart wind farms to provide 

intelligence and exchange the measured data between wind 

turbines. A cloud-based M2M telemetry system is proposed to 

process and visualize data for renewable energy suppliers in 

[68]. Moreover, CMS are becoming smarter with M2M. In 

[69], a prognostic system applies an M2M strategy to identify 

critical components affecting the turbine performance within a 

peer-cluster of turbines. 

B. Integration of IoE-enabled wind farms into smart grids 

The major problems of large-scale integration are the 

unsatisfactory predictability, non-dispatchability and 

variability of wind energy resources. Integrating wind energy 

into traditional grids leads to problems like fluctuations in 

voltage and frequency. This requires manual synchronization 

of wind farms with grids to avoid those problems. 

Modernization of the generation, distribution, consumption 

energy phases imposes more complexity in levels of autonomy 

for this cycle. Smart grid manages to solve this problem by 

automating the dispatch process between different power 

stations and enable the consumer to adjust loads and energy 

consumption. Smart grid is a CPES for intelligent, efficient 

and sustainable management and distribution of electricity. 

United States, China, United Kingdom, Europe and India are 

investing heavily in smart grids. In South Korea, a $65 million 

program is held the fully integrates a grid smart for 6000 

homes with series of wind farms and distribution lines [70]. 

The concept of smart grid represents a corner stone in the IoE. 

In [71], a detailed review of IoT technologies with use of 

cheap, resource-constrained and ubiquitous computing devices 

that lead to an internet-based smart grids.     

Smart grid simplifies the integration of wind farms in a plug 

and play manner to serve the new demands for electricity and 

offer the flexibility of controlling distributed generation and 

voltage regulation [72]. A review of several technology 

examples that enable reliable integration of wind energy with 

smart grids is discussed in [73]. Future wind systems require 

the redesign of new hardware and software systems inside 

wind turbines to incorporate reliable algorithms of wind 

forecasting. A multi-temporal model-based system design with 

more robust primary stabilization and frequency regulation 

hardware and considering predictability of wind resource is 

suggested in [74]. In [75], a case study of control strategies for 

collaboration between a smart grid, smart houses and 

distributed wind farms is discussed. Moreover, wind energy 

may need more complicated integration techniques to be 

applicable for future transportation trends like plug-in hybrid 

electric vehicle. A stochastic framework is developed in [76] 

to offer a vehicle-to-grid service that mitigates the effects of 

wind power fluctuations for the charging and discharging 

process of electric vehicles. 

Reliability issues should be considered due to the 

challenging impacts of integrating wind energy on grid 

stability. These challenges include variability, low correlation 

with loads, forecast errors, congestion in transmission and 

distribution, and operational performance of frequency and 

voltage regulation [77]. The future demands of efficient and 

sustainable wind integration exceed the capabilities of 

currently deployed SCADA systems. A hardware/software 

infrastructure is expected to be standard in future smart grids 

to integrate economic signals with active management at 

demand side management. This approach results in better 

utilization of renewable resources with grid response 

flexibility to variations of generation and load [78]. For 

deploying such management systems, a network of wired and 

wireless sensor systems are expected to be integrated not only 

for power equipment systems but also for ambient sensing at 

generation and user-end [79].  Another vital issue in 

integrating wind energy with smart grids is communication 

systems. Communication between wind farm components and 

smart grid requires standard and flexible models for 

information exchange. In [80], an information model for 

integration offshore wind farms into smart grids is proposed by 

extending the IEC 61400-25 standard.  

C. Wind farms for virtual power plants (VPP) 

VPP is a collaborative integration and management of 

distributed generation resources as a unified power plant. The 

VPP scheme provides the coherence of central control and 

coordination of market integration for distributed power 

resources [81].  VPP has an internal energy management 

system that handles the objectives of minimizing costs and 

pollutions by maximizing utilization of renewable energy 

while exchanging power with the electrical grid [82]. A VPP 

contains an implemented CP strategy to coordinate the output 

of each distributed generator. At each node, the control 

strategy needs information from neighboring units while 

maintaining simple and robust communication networks 

between different distributed generators [83]. Fig. 9 shows the 

integration of VPP into smart grids. 

 
Fig. 9 The concept of VPP and smart grid 

Challenges face sustainable VPP at run-time that integrate 

renewable resources. Because of their nature of 
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unpredictability and inconsistence,  probabilistic models of 

energy and optimal algorithms for matching produced and 

consumers are required [84]. In [85], a framework of VPP is 

suggested to compensate for wind unpredictability with 

flexible loads. The combination of wind farms with medium-

scale reactors forms an effective VPP that leads to decreasing 

the variation in wind power by 80% to the grid [86]. In 

addition, VPP enhances the ability of wind energy to be easily 

and efficiently incorporated into the new paradigm of IoE. The 

IoE relies on the internet as the backbone of bandwidth, 

reliability and interconnection of smart grids [87]. Next 

generation wind farm technologies are expected to implement 

web-enabled communication standards for IoE. TABLE III 

illustrates how VPP can maximize benefits from wind energy.   
TABLE III Comparison of decentralized and VPP-integrated wind farms 

 Decentralized Wind Farms Wind Farms integrated 
into VPP 

Power 

Production 

Intermittent generation 
due to nature of wind 

Smoother production and 
better handling of 
fluctuations 

Implementation SCADA systems  Highly complex, secure and 
autonomous optimization 
and control systems 

Economical  Pricing policies like feed-in 
tariff  

Dynamic pricing and 
flexible trading 

Compatibility  Requires upgrading 
technologies 

Ready for smart grids and 
IoE 

V. SAFETY, SECURITY, AND SUSTAINABILITY OF WIND 

ENERGY 

Wind farms are expected to preserve reliable operation over 

large periods with little human intervention. The increase 

complexity of computing and communications of the cyber 

layer exposes WECS to vulnerabilities, software flaws and 

cyber-attacks. In addition, the tight couplings between physical 

parts and communication networks make them more 

vulnerable to cascading failures [88]. A wide acceptance of 

CPS imposes maintaining three requirements: Safety, security 

and sustainability [89]. Although CP interdependence 

enhances wind conversion systems, it adds more challenges in 

operation. In this section, a discussion of how those 

requirements can be achieved from a CP view of WECS.  

A. Safety 

Wind energy is one of the cleanest sources of energy with 

an exceptional safety record. However, the increasing 

complexity and growth rates of global demand add more safety 

requirements. The CP integration has to ensure safety of 

WECS at both development and run-time phases. In 

development phases, CPS researchers are interested in 

representing safety properties as computer science problems 

like formal verification [89]. Based on this approach a formal 

model of a wind turbine is developed in [90]. The developed 

model helps in verifying system correctness besides safety-

critical properties of the wind turbine with respect to system 

timing behavior. In [91], an intelligent framework is developed 

for real-time assessment of the capabilities of a power grid 

with large wind penetration to survive contingencies and 

blackouts due to variable wind resource. Moreover, safe run-

time operation needs efficient and reliable fault detection and 

isolation (FDI) and fault-tolerant control (FTC) methods to 

avoid system failures. In [92], the monitoring system integrates 

three layers of state abstraction, learning algorithms and state 

prediction for identification of wind turbine faults. Multi-

sensor information fusion technique is used for fault diagnosis 

of wind turbines in [93]. Fuzzy scheduler FTC is proposed in 

[94] based on state estimation of the healthy observers. In 

[95], description FDI and FTC methods based on set-valued 

observers theory are provided. 

B. Security 

A wind farm deploys wide area systems to achieve real-time 

monitoring and control of plant parameters. These systems 

necessitates an efficient communications infrastructure in 

terms of speed and cost. A substantial issue is raised about 

cybersecurity challenges of the communication systems. 

Moreover, IEC61400-25 standard for wind energy allows 

more open access [58]. Also, the use of commercial-off-the-

shelf information technology introduces the potential for new 

security vulnerabilities [96].  This raises a great concern about 

handling security issues. The cyber layer must guarantee 

system safety under untrusted codes or malicious commands. 

Moreover, control theory should be implemented in safety and 

security layers. For example, distribution of sensors and 

actuators must ensure the controllability and observability of 

the plant under single user compromise [97]. An overview for 

standardization of security solution for IoT systems is 

provided in [98]. In [99], a cybersecurity architecture for 

communication between grid and wind farms is proposed. The 

impact due to the proposed architecture on the real-time 

performance of measurement systems is also studied. A 

security standard  for wind farm communications based on the 

web-service security standard is proposed in [100]. Different 

attack scenarios that targets the vulnerabilities of a SCADA 

system of a wind farm are investigated in [101]. Simulations of 

those scenarios showed that these cyber-attacks might lead to 

major problems from equipment damage and hardware failures 

to economy loss. In [102], an improved TLS protocol is used 

to develop a model of agent mechanism to provide security for 

wind farm communications. This design combines the security 

requirements in IEC61400-25-3 with the international safety 

standards IEC62351 and takes into account the embedded 

nature of wind turbine components. 

C. Sustainability 

Sustainable operation of power sources intends to provide 

reliable generation of energy.  The wind turbine components 

exhibit gradual degradation of performance, faults and failures 

that require periodical maintenance. The maintenance of wind 

turbine components is a costly process that requires effective 

management. Therefore, a CP management approach is needed 

for automating maintenance processes and reducing 

downtimes. Future CMS should be able to automatically 
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schedule and balance preventive and corrective maintenance 

processes. Preventive maintenance is a maintenance process 

that is applied either on schedule or due to CM to avoid 

failures while corrective maintenance is applied after failure 

occurs [103]. In [104], a unified framework is described that 

integrates all technical and administrative measures on the 

level of wind turbines and wind farms for operation and 

maintenance. A mathematical programming model for 

maintenance scheduling can be combined with the monitoring 

system for supporting the daily and long-term operation [105]. 

In [106], a probabilistic cost model is developed to quantify 

risks and uncertainties, and make an O&M decision model for 

wind turbines to provide practical cost-effective operations 

besides maintenance guidelines. 

Forecasts and prediction are also vital issues for sustainable 

large-scale integration of wind power. Reliable wind speed 

prediction enables cost-effective and smooth power generation 

with coordination with other sources. The next generation of 

CP wind farms must integrate efficient and accurate 

forecasting methods for short and long-term periods. These 

methods will assist in smoothing the wind farm output and 

reducing the operational cost of other power stations in load 

management. In [107], a wind forecast system that integrates 

database, data processing, application servers and specialized 

forecast software is described. The enhanced system can be 

used by all nationwide wind energy shareholders. In [108], a 

supervisory control unit is developed based on neural networks 

that combines a wind speed predictor. The developed control 

unit tends to reduce the size of energy storage systems for 

minimizing power fluctuations. Multiple wind power 

forecasting technologies and components are integrated 

together to form a system that can predict wind speed and 

power at each turbine in [109]. In [110], an analytic model is 

developed for reliability calculations of large-scale wind 

farms. A set of approaches is introduced in [111] for reliability 

assessment of wind farms that take into account grid failures 

and wind variability. An algorithm is designed in [112] for 

electricity market that addresses simultaneously the wind 

uncertainty and variability, and correlation between wind input 

and load. For residential levels, typical wind profiles data from 

local weather stations may not be accurate. Therefore, a 

framework is proposed in [113] based on neural networks with 

global forecast systems to obtain more accurate predictions of 

daily wind speed.  

VI. TOWARDS A CYBER PHYSICAL SOCIAL VISION OF WECS 

Although CPS integrate multidiscipline technical 

components, these components are usually placed within 

human framework. CPS are not just self-contained and isolated 

integration of technical systems, but also interact with social 

environment. A CP view of power generation systems will 

make them more reliable and environmentally friendly [114]. 

CPSS is an expansion of the CPS concept where people are 

involved with complex and intelligent infrastructures. The 

integration of social context includes factors like usability and 

functionality of interfaces, intuitive operating of machines, and 

coordination between human and machines [115]. The 

interaction between a social community and a SCADA system 

is discussed for a microgrid in rural or isolated areas in [116]. 

This interaction suggests social SCADA systems that integrate 

local community through the phases of decision-making, 

development and operation. With small-scale, simplified 

interfaces and basic training programs, a social SCADA 

system reinforces community resilience. Legislation of wind 

energy deployment and operation differs extremely between 

countries. Due to the stochastic nature of wind, governments 

have approved certain laws for grid and renewable facilities to 

achieve the balance between consumers and producers [117]. 

Therefore, WECS manufacturers are obliged to adapt their 

systems and implement algorithms in correspondence to local 

legislation in each country.    

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

Wind energy has an ambitious future as a renewable source 

for power generation. The massive deployment plans for wind 

farms impose new strategies of implementation that benefit 

from recent and expected technology advancements in 

computation, control, communications and physical 

components of WECS. In this paper, an overview for state-of-

the-art layers, components and methods for WECS is 

presented. In addition, formulations and challenges of CP 

integration of WECS are introduced. The outcome of future 

CP WECS will be an enabler for the next generation power 

networks of smart grids and IoE. The following points are 

concluded from this presented vision: 

1. The increasing complexity of controllers, SCADA, networks 

and physical components inside wind farms requires a CP 

approach for WECS. 

2. New abstractions and models of WECS are involved in CP 

WECS. These models need new languages, that exceed the 

current modeling methods and languages of WECS, to 

model different aspects and domains.  

3. Complex controllers with multi-objectives require new 

calculus for implementation to integrate both continues and 

event-based dynamics in a unified approach. 

4. Future CMS will implement mass of sensors for health 

monitoring that are deployed as WSN with a CPS 

approach. 

5. Next generation SCADA systems of wind farms will have 

more intelligent capabilities like M2M communications 

that conform to smart grids. Moreover, control centers of 

wind farms will be integrated with other energy sources to 

form a VPP for more sustainable power generation.  

6. As a CPS, WECS must conform to safety and security 

requirements. Current backbone structures of cyber 

technologies like PLCs and RTUs should be improved for 

safety and security.  

7. A sustainable power generation imposes an automated CP 

maintenance approach to reduce downtimes.  

8. Finally, the social component of local acceptance and 
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effects of WECS needs to be considered for effective 

deployment as social IoT. 
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